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1. In this paper we firstgive a method of reducingany two-dimensional manifold to one of the known polygonal normal forms. The
method used is one by which a polygon on which the manifoldis represented is subjected to a series of transformationsby cuttingit apart in
a simple mannerand then joining it togetheragain so as to obtain a new
polygonrepresentingthe same manifold.
to the
We next (?? 11 to 18) apply the same series of transformations
problemofreducinga systemof curveson the manifoldto a normalform.*
We then introducecertain matricesof separation by means of which the
relationsamong the pairs of sides of the polygonare describedand study
the effecton these matrices of the transformationof cutting. By this
means we obtain a number of theorems on systems of curves which
follow closely along the lines of the theory indicated in Poincar6's
"Cinquieme Complementa l'Analysis Situs."t
We shall use the termsmanifold,cell,circuit,orientable,one-sided,etc.,
as they are definedby ProfessorVeblen in his Cambridge Colloquium
lectureson Analysis Situs. It is there shown (Chapt. II, ? 65) that any
two-dimensionalmanifoldcan be imaged on a planar polygon in such a
way that any point of the manifoldhas for its image an interiorpoint,
a pair of "conjugate points" (cf. ? 3 below), or a "conjugate set of
vertices" of the polygon.
I take this opportunityto acknowledgemy indebtednessto Dr. J. W.
Alexander for suggestionsand to Professor0. Veblen for proposing the
problem and foradvice in workingit out.
2. ConjugatePointsand Sides ofa Polygon. Consider a polygon of an
even number,2n, of sides in a Euclidean plane. Let P1, P2, P3 be three
distinctpoints taken in the order P1P2P3 on the side ai of the polygon.
These three points determinea sense of descriptionof the boundary of
the polygon. A (1-1) continuouscorrespondencemay be set up between
the points of as and the points of any other side aj of the polygon. Let
such a correspondencebe establishedand let the points which correspond
to P1P2P3 be P1'P2'P3' respectively. In case the three points Pl'P2'P3'
determinethe same sense on the boundaryof the polygonas is determined
* This questionwas firstconsideredby Jordan,Journalde math.,(2) 11, pp. 105, 110.
t Rendicontidel CircoloMatematicodi Palermo,vol. 18 (1904), p. 45.
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by the points P1P2P3, the correspondencewill be called direct; in case the
two senses are not the same, the correspondencewill be called opposite.
Suppose the sides of the polygon have been paired arbitrarilyand
denote the members of a pair by as and as'. Let as be called the side
conjugateto the side as', and as' the side conjugate to ai. Let a correspondence, direct or opposite, be established between the members of
each pair. Two correspondingpoints P1 and P1', interiorto as and as'
respectively,will be called a conjugatepair of points.
3. Choose 4n points on the boundary of the polygon in the following
manner: Take two arbitrarydistinct points on each of the n sides as;
then take the two points conjugate to them on each of the n sides as'.
(Fig. 1.) Let the two points nearest to the vertexPi, one on each of the
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N

FIG. 1.

sides that has an end at Pi, be called Pi, and Pi2. Join Pi, to Pi2 by a
1-cellpi on the polygon. Do the same foreach vertex,choosingthe 1-cells
pi so that no two intersect. Let the 2-cell whose boundary is made up
of the segmentsPi, Pi and Pi2 Pi, the 1-cell pi, and the points P21, Pi2,
and Pi be called b 2. Consider the side Pi, Pi of the 2-cell b 2. There is
a unique 2-cell bj2one of whose sides Pi, P, (or P,2 Pi) is a segmentconjugate to the segmentPi, Pi. Jointogetherthese 2-cellsby matchingup
conjugate points on their boundaries. Then there exists a unique 2-cell
bk2 one of whose sides is conjugate to P,2 Pi (or Pj1 P,).
Join bk2 to bj2
in the same manner. This may be continueduntil a 2-cell b,2is reached
one of whose sides is the conjugate of the side P22 Pi of the 2-cell b, .
The verticesPi Pi Pk ... P, of the polygonwhich are on the boundaries
of such a set of 2-cells will be called a conjugateset of vertices.
4. If the 2-cells b 2, bj2, *.., b12which determinea conjugate set of
vertices be fittedtogetherat their edges in such a way that conjugate
pairs of points coincide, it is evident that they will constitute a single
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2-cell. Hence it is evident that, for any polygon of 2n sides on which
conjugate pairs of points and sets of vertices have been defined,there
can be founda two-dimensionalmanifoldsuch that thereis a continuous
correspondencein which each point of the polygon correspondsto one,
and only one, point of the manifoldand each point of the manifoldcorresponds eitherto one, and only one, point interiorto the polygon,or to a
pair of conjugate points on the boundary,or to a set of conjugate vertices.
Conversely,forany two-dimensionalmanifolda polygon of 2n sides can
be found (cf. the referenceabove) which is its image in the manner just
described.
5. We shall assume that a sense has been arbitrarilyassigned to each
of the sides as. This sense may be denoted by the order of any three
distinct points on ai. The three conjugate points on ai' determinea
definitesense on ai'. In case the senses of as and ai' for all values of i
are such that one of them agrees and the other disagrees with a fixed
sense of descriptionof the boundaryof the polygon,it is obvious that the
manifoldrepresentedby the polygon is orientableor two-sided. In case
thereis one pair of sides as and as' the senses of which both agree with a
fixed sense of descriptionof the boundary of the polygon,it is equally
obvious that the manifoldrepresentedis one-sided.
of the Polygon. A 1-cell x on the polygon with its
6. Transformations
ends on the boundary divides the polygon into two 2-cells a and 3 (see
Fig. 3). Suppose the side b2 is on the boundary of a and the side b2' is
on the boundary of F. By cuttingthe polygon along x and joining the
two 2-cells by matchingup conjugate points of the two sides b2and b2'a
new polygon is obtained (see Fig. 4) which is in the same relationto the
manifoldas was the originalpolygon. If c is the image on the manifold
of the 1-cell x, then on the new polygon the image of c will be two conjugate sides; the image of a point interiorto c will be a pair of conjugate
points.
This transformationwill be referredto as the methodof cutting. The
1-cell x will be called a cut. The method of cuttingwill now be used to
reduce the polygon to a normal form.* We shall firstreduce to one the
number of points ai? of the manifoldwhich correspondto verticesof the
polygon, and secondly shall obtain a definitearrangementof pairs of
conjugate sides of the polygon.
7. Reductionto a SingleConjugateSet of Vertices. A sense may be assigned arbitrarilyto each of the edges a%and denoted by the order of
any threedistinctpoints on it. The three conjugate points on ai' deter* The applicationof the methodof cuttingto the normalization
of a polygonis due to ProfessorVeblen; it was firstgivenby himin a seminaron AnalysisSitus in 1915.
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mine a sense on ai'. The sense of any side determinesa sense of description of the boundaryof the polygon.
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FIG. 2.

REDUCTION 1.

If vertices of the polygon correspond to more than

one point of the manifold,therewill be some side, say a2, whose ends,
Pj and Pk, correspondto distinctpoints of the manifold; let a, be a side
with one end at P k and the other at a vertex Pm (Fig. 2). First let us
suppose that the side a2 is not a,'. Let P, be the end of a,' which corresponds to the same point of the manifoldas Pk. Draw a cut -a joining
Pmto Pj and join the two parts of the polygonalong the sides a, and a,'.
This gives a polygon on which the number of vertices in the conjugate
set to which Pk and P, belong has been reduced by one; the number of
sides of the polygonhas not been changed.
REDUCTION 2. In case a side, say a3 (Fig. 2), joins two verticeswhich
correspondto different
points of the manifoldand has an end in common
with its conjugate side a3', we have the case excluded in Reduction 1.
From the way in which points of a3 and a3' correspondit followsthat a3
and a3' must be oppositely sensed. Hence by coalescing the pairs of
conjugate points of a3 and a3' a polygon can be formedfromwhich the
two sides a3 and a3' and their commonvertex have been removed. The
numberof points of the manifoldto which verticesof the polygon correspond has been reduced by one.
8. These reductionsmay be continued so long as there is more than
one point of the manifoldto which vertices of the polygon correspond.
By each step eithera conjugate set of verticesis removed,or the number
of verticesin one conjugate set is increased while the numberof vertices
in another conjugate set is reduced by one (Reduction 1); also the conjugate set of whichthe numberof verticesis to be increasedcan be chosen
arbitrarily,because the roles of Pj and Pk may be interchangedin Reduc-
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tion 1. Hence by a finitenumber of steps a polygon ma} be obtained
whose vertices constitute a single conjugate set correspondingto an
arbitrarilychosen 0-cellai? of the manifold,or else a polygonof two sides
may be obtained whose verticesconstitutetwo conjugate sets, and whose
sides are oppositelysensed. The manifolddefinedby the latter polygon
is a sphere.
Hereafterwe shall call the 0-cell ai0 the point A. Each pair of conjugate sides of the polygon will be imaged on a 1-cell on the manifold
whose ends coincide with A. In other words, each pair of conjugate
sides of the polygon will correspondto a simple circuit on the manifold
throughthe point A.*
oftheTwo-SidedPolygon. Let us first consider the
9. Normalization
two-sidedcase and show how to obtain a group x y x' y' of fourconsecutive sides on the boundaryof the polygon. Draw a cut x joining the two
forwardends of ai and ai' (a2 and a2' in Fig. 3). Let the two parts of the
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FIG. 3

polygonbe a and: where ai and as' are on a. There must be some side
aj (b2' in Fig. 3) on a whose conjugate a,' is on 3,otherwisethe vertices
of j3 togetherwith the two verticesof a at the forwardends of ai and a.'
would constitutea conjugate set withoutincludingall the vertices of the
polygon. Join a and A along the sides aj and a,'. On the resulting
polygonthe threesides ai x ai' will be consecutive (Fig. 4). Draw a cut
y joiningthe forwardends of x and x'. Jointhe two parts of the polygon
along the sides ai and ai' (Fig. 5). The foursides y' x y x' are consecutive
and in that order.
This process may be repeated for any other pair of conjugate sides
ak and ak' without disturbingthe arrangementof the sides x y x' y' for
no cut will be drawn froma vertex at which two of these sides abut.
* The same resultcould be obtainedby shrinking
to points1-cellsjoiningdistinct0-cellsof
the manifold.
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From the above reasoningit followsthat the numberof sides of the polygon of a two-sidedmanifold,if the polygon has a single conjugate set of

F

s

b~b

FIG. 4

vertices,is a multipleof four. Completing the reduction and changing
the notationwe get the followingarrangementof the sides of the polygon:

a, bi a,' bV'a2 b2a2' b

** a, b, a,' b,'.

This is the normal form of the polygon. The number p is called the
R1 of the manifoldis 2p + 1.
genusof the manifold. The connectivity

FIG. 5.

ofthe One-SidedPolygon. In the considerationofthe
10. Normalization
one-sided case we make use of the transformationjust described for the
two-sidedcase if there exists a group of foursides having the same relations among themselvesthat the sides as, ai', aj, and a1' had above. Thus
we obtain on the boundary of the polygon a certain numberof groups of
fourconsecutivesides in the orderai bi ai' bi'.
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Let ak and ak' be a conjugate pair of sides whichhave the same sense
(a3 and a3' in Fig. 6). Draw a cut x joining the forwardends of ak and
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FIG. 7.

FIG. 6.

This replaces
ak', and join the parts of the polygon along ak and ak'.
of
consecutive
is
a
which
pair
the pair ak ak' by the pair x x' (Fig. 7)
conjugate sides having the same sense. By application of the two transformationsthe sides of the polygonmay be arrangedin groups of fourof
the formai bi ai' bi' and groups of two of the formcj cj'.*
A group of six sides of the formai bi ai' bi' cj c/' may be replaced by
threegroups of two of the formCkCk' cl cl' Cm Cm'. Draw a cut x joining
the forwardends of ai and cj (Fig. 8). Jointhe two parts of the polygon
al

FIG. 8.

along the sides cj and c3'. This gives six consecutivesides ai x bi' as' bix
(Fig. 9). Draw a cut y joining the backward end of ai to the forward

~
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a,"
FIG.

9.

called to the fact that the membersof a pair as ai', orbibi', are oppositely
sensed,and thatmembersof a pairc; c3/have the samesense.
* Attentionis
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end ofbi',and join thetwopartsofthepolygonalongthesidesas and as'.
This givesthe six consecutivesidesy y' bi' x bix' (Fig. 10). Draw a cut

xB

SD
FIG. 10.

z joiningtheforwardendsof bi and bi',join the twopartsofthe polygon
sidesy y' z z' x x',
alongthesidesbiand bi'. This givesthesixconsecutive
whichis the desiredform(Fig. 10).
From the above it followsthat the polygonof a one-sidedmanifold
may be put in the form:
(1)

a, all

a2 a2l

a3 a3

aR

- 1 aR1-.

a

of the manifold.
The numberR1 is the connectivity

By applyingthe inverseof the reductionjust describedto a set of
threeconsecutivepairs the polygonof a one-sidedmanifoldmay be put
in one of the two forms:
(a)
or
(b)

a1 bia,' bl' a2 b2a2' b2' ab.a ,'bp
ab' b c';c1

a, bia,' bi' a2 b2a2' b2' *.. apbpap'b" c1Cl'c2c2',
1 is odd or even.
accordingas R11. Fundamental
Sets of Circuits.When the polygonhas been so
transformed
that the verticesconstitutea singleconjugateset the image
on the manifoldof a pair of conjugatesides of the polygonis a simple
circuitthroughthe point A. No two of these circuitshave any other
point in common. The circuits constitute the complete boundary of a
2-cell which contains all the points of the manifoldwhich are not on the
circuits. Such a set of circuitshas been called by Poincare a fundamental
set.

The discussionin the firstpart of this paper proves the existence
of a fundamental
set. We shall now provethat a fundamental
set can

be obtained with an arbitrarypoint A1 of the manifoldas the point A.
If the image P1 of A, is interiorto the polygon,draw an arc p connecting

P1 withsomevertexP ofthepolygon. Cut thepolygonalongthearc p.

This gives a polygon with two more sides than the originalpolygon and
with two conjugate sets of vertices. Now apply Reduction 1 of ? 7 in
such a way that the number of verticesin the conjugate set which corre-
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sponds to Al is increased. This may be continueduntil by application of
Reduction 2 (? 7) the conjugate set which correspondsto A is removed,
and the numberof sides of the polygon is reduced by two. This gives a
polygonof the same numberof sides as the originalone and with a single
conjugate set of vertices. Consequently we have a new fundamental
set of circuits, each passing throughAl, and the number of circuitsin
this set is the same as in the originalset.
If the point P1 were on a side of the polygon,the numberofsides would
be increased by two if we considered P1 and its conjugate point P1' as
vertices. The above procedurecould then be carriedout givingthe same
result.
12. In consideringa simple circuitC on the manifoldwe may assume,
as a result of what has just been proved, that the point A of a fundamental set F is on the circuit. Let us consider the polygon whose conjugate pairs of sides are imaged on the circuitsof F, and let us suppose
that C has a finitenumberof points in commonwith circuitsof F.* The
image of C on the polygon will be a set of arcs [Ci']. If C has no point
in commonwith F otherthan A, this set will consistofa singlearc having
its ends at two verticesof the polygon; these two verticeswill be distinct
unless C divides the manifoldinto two parts. If C has points otherthan
A in common with F, two of the arcs [Ci'] will have one end each at a
vertex of the polygon; the other ends of arcs of [Ci'] will be at points
interiorto the sides of the polygon. The second case may be reduced to
the firstby a proper choice of the fundamentalset F; this may be done
by the method of cutting.
For, let C1' be an arc with one end at the vertex Pi and the other at
a point P interiorto the side as (Fig. 11). Draw a cut x joining Pi to

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~L

FIG. 11.
* A fundamental
set may alwaysbe chosenso that the above conditionis satisfied.
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an end of as such that as and as' are on differentparts of the polygon.
The cut x can be drawn so that it has no intersectionswith C1', so that
it has no intersectionswith any arc joining two boundary points neither
of whichis interiorto as, and so that it has no more than one intersection
withany arc having an end on as. By joiningthe two parts of the polygon
along the sides as and ai' a new polygon is obtained (Fig. 12) such that

a
P

s~~~~~~P
x

p_\_II

xl
FIG. 12.

the number of ends of arcs at points interiorto the sides is at least one
less than on the original polygon. This process may be continueduntil
this numberis zero, i.e., until a polygon is obtained on which the image
of C is a singlearc Ci joining two vertices.
13. Let us suppose that the circuit C is not homologous to zero, i.e.,
that it does not divide the manifoldinto two parts. Then the two ends
of the arc Ci are distinct; and if a and 03are the two parts of the polygon
determinedby Ci, theremust be some side as on the boundaryof a whose
conjugate side as' is on the boundary of B. Hence, if we cut the polygon
along Ci and join the two parts along as and as', a polygonis obtained on
which the image of C is an arc joining two consecutivevertices. Hence,
any simplecircuitwhichis nothomologousto zeromay be made a memberof
a fundamentalset.
14. RelationsbetweenTwo FundamentalSets. To compare two fundamental sets F and F1 we may assume that the points A and Al coincide.
Let conjugate pairs of sides of the polygon be images of circuits of F.
No circuit or set of circuits of F1 divides the manifold into two parts.
The image of F1 on the polygon will be a set of non-intersectingarcs
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[Ci'] having their ends on the boundary. By the method of ? 12 we
may obtain a polygon on which one of the circuitsof F1 is imaged on an
arc Ci joining two vertices. Also since no two of the arcs [Ci'] intersect,
we may obtain by the same method a polygon on which a second circuit
of F1 is imaged on an arc Cj joining two vertices; forsince neitherof the
ends of Ci is interiorto any side of the polygon,none of the requiredcuts
will cross Ci. Continuing this process a polygon is obtained on which
the image of F1 is a set of arcs [Ci] each having its ends at verticesof the
polygon.
We will next see how a polygon may be obtained which is such that
each conjugate pair of sides correspondsto a circuit of F1, and which is
such that every circuit of F1 correspondsto a pair of conjugate sides.
It will also be seen that the number of sides of this polygon is the same
as the numberof sides of the originalpolygon.
If Ci is an arc joining the two ends of as, cut the polygon along C1
and join the two parts along the sides ai and ai'. This gives a conjugate
pair of sides whose image on the manifoldis a circuitof F1. There exists
no arc Cj joining the ends of a side of this conjugate pair, forif therewere
such an arc, it and Ci would divide the manifoldinto two regions.
Let the transformationdescribedin the last paragraph be carriedout
for each of the arcs of [CN] which joins two consecutive vertices of the
polygon. If Cj is an arc which joins two vertices of the polygon which
are not consecutive,it divides the polygon into two parts, a and 3, and
theremust exist a conjugate pair of sides ai and ai' of which 6ne is on the
boundary of a and the other is on the boundary of f, and which is not
the image of any of the circuitsof F1; otherwiseany arc on the manifold
joining two points Pa and Pa would intersectone of the circuits of F1.
Cutting the polygon along the arc Cj and joining the two parts along the
sides as and ai', a polygonis obtained which has a conjugate pair of sides
whose image on the manifoldis a circuit of F1. By the above methods
a polygon may be obtained which has a pair of conjugate sides forevery
circuit of F1. It remains to be seen that every pair of conjugate sides
of this polygonis imaged on a circuitof F1. If this werenot so, F1 would
not bound a 2-cell and so would not be a fundamentalset.
15. Invarianceof the Connectivity.Since none of the transformations
used changes the numberof sides of the polygonand since the normalization of a polygon whose vertices constitute a single conjugate set does
not change the number ofsides, it followsthat the values of the connectivity determinedby the two fundamentalsets are the same. The connectivity is independent of the particular fundamental set in terms of
which it was defined.
16. Equivalencesand Homologies. The transformationsinvolved in
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what we have called the methodof cuttingamountin everycase to replacingoneofa setofcircuitsbya newcircuitwhichis relatedtothecircuits
of the originalset by an equivalencein the sense of Poincar6.* For
example,in Fig. 8 the cut x joins therearend ofbi to the frontend ofce
and we have
xi= bil

a,'

-

-

bi' + c,'

becauseb1,'- a,', - b, cl and - x' taken in orderbound a 2-cell. The
two partsof the polygonare joined togetheralongcl and cl' (see Fig. 9)

so that the set of circuts a,', bil, cl, ... has been convertedinto a,' bil xi'
... where the two sets of curves are related by the set of equivalences:
all = all
bil = bi

xi = bil

all

-

bil + c,'

-

In case the verticesof the polygonare all in one conjugateset, these
equivalencesare what Poincar6calls properequivalencesbecauseall the
1-cellsin questionbeginand end at the same point. In case theyare
notall in oneset,theequivalencesare whathe callsimproper
equivalences.
In thegeneralcase it is clearthat,ifwe pass by themethodofcutting
froma polygonwhosesidesrepresent
a set of 1-cellsa,, a2, *. ., am to one
whose sides representa set of 1-cellsb,, b2, .
bi, we have a set of
equivalencesof theform
,

b
b

=

e"lla, +

=

E21"al

E,12a2

+

C122a2 +

+ E21lma+ E221ai +

222
a2 +

+

+

+ E212a2+

eilmam

+

C,2lal

.

+ e,1'mam
+ E2cmam

(1)*
b_ =

E

"a,

+

E 12a2 +

...

+

Enlmam +

En21a, +

en22a2

+

in which the e's are + 1, - 1, or 0.

+

En ma

17. The termsof an equivalenceare not commutative. If we treat
themas if theywerecommutative
and collectterms,theequivalences(1)
reduceto the homologies
b--

(2)

77,lai +

71,2a2 +

713a3 +

*.

+

771ma.

77nman

--b2

721a,+

n22a2 +

+
7723a3

*.

+ 772ma.

bn

7'nla, +

qn 2a2 +

qn 3a3 +

*

+

* Loc. cit.,p. 60; see also Veblen,loc. cit.,Chap. V, ? 28.
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in whichthe 71'sare integers. It is easily seen that in a homologythe
rightand leftsides togetherconstitutethe boundaryof an orientedtwodimensional
manifoldthoughnotin generala 2-cell.
- of these homologiesare reducedmodulo 2, we
If the coefficients
obtainthefollowing
homologies:
bi - Pilai +

P12a2 +

+

b2 - P21aj + P22a2+

lma.

+ t2ma

...

(mod 2)

(3)

bn"

rn'a,

+

rn2a2 +

+

*.

rnmam

in whichthe?'s are all 1 or 0. It is easilyseenthatin a homology(mod2)
the rightand leftsides constitutethe boundaryof a two-dimensional
manifoldwhichneed not be oriented. (See Veblen,loc. cit., Chap. II,

? 37.)

It is obvious that the homologies(mod 2) are the simplestand
easiestto workwith,thatthe Poincarehomologiesare the nextsimplest,
on accountof theirnonand that the equivalencesare the mostdifficult
character. We shalltherefore
in whatfollowsfirstconsider
commutative
thehomologies(mod 2), thenthe Poincar6homologies.
18. We have nowseenthatit is possibleto pass fromany fundamental
set of circuitsto any otherby the methodof cutting,and also that the
sets is the same. In termsof the
numberof circuitsin all fundamental
equivalencesof ? 16 this means that, betweenany two fundamental
thereexisttheequivalences
sets a, a2
I
a., and di, &2, * *,,,
*

di

--E

SEfjjaj

i=1 j=1

m

v

a,,_ 1i Je,,ijaj
i=l
j=l

Fromthistherefollowthehomologies
where

dp ,,Bpjaj
j=l

(p =1, 2, ... I A),

m

Opj

E EP
ij1

We nowwantto investigatethequestionas to whatare theconditions
setsofcircuitssatisfya set ofequivalences.
underwhichtwofundamental
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. Au)
(p = 1, 2, *Iv

dp = ap

This is relatedto thequestionas to whethertheysatisfythemuchweaker
conditions
or the stillweakercondition

ap --ap,

dp - ap

(mod 2).

With a view to studyingthese questionswe introducecertainmatrices
set.
therelationsamongthe circuitsofa fundamental
expressing
19. The Separation
Matrix. Supposethateach side ofthepolygonhas
been givena sensein the mannerdescribedin ? 5. A 1-celljoiningthe
forwardends of ai and ai' dividesthe polygoninto two parts a and 3.
If one and onlyone ofthesidesaj and a/'is on theboundaryofa, we will
say that the conjugatepair aj a/' separatesas ai'. As an obvious contheorems:
we get thefollowing
sequenceofthe definition
1: If thepair aj a/' separatesthepair ai ai', thenthepair ai ai' separates
thepair aj a/';
2: If thetwosensedsides ai and ai' determinethesame sense of description of the boundaryof the polygon,thenthe pair ai ai' separatesitself; in
theoppositecase thepair ai ai' does not separateitself.

20. We will now constructa square matrixof R1 - 1 rowswhichis
by the polygon. Let eij,the elementin theith row
uniquelydetermined
and the jth column,be 1 or 0 accordingas the pair aj a/' separatesor
does not separatethe pair ai at'; thismatrixwillbe called the separation
matrixofthe polygon.
Fromthe firsttheoremof ? 19 it followsthat eij is equal to eji; and
fromthe secondit followsthat eii is 1 or 0 accordingas the sides ai and
ai' have thesame or oppositesenses.
21. The separationmatrixof the normalizedpolygonof a two-sided
manifoldis thefollowing:
0 1 00
1 0 00
0 0 0 1

...0
.*..
...
...

0
0

0 0 0 0
0 0 00

...

0

0

0

1 0

...

0
0

1

0
0
1

0

The separationmatrixof the polygonof a one-sidedmanifoldin the
normalform(1) of ? 10 is:
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1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

..0
..0
*..0
*..0

0
0
0
1

00
00
1
0

0 0 0

**.

...

0 0 0 0

0
0
0
0
1

0

0 1

These two matricesare also the separationmatricesof the polygons
in the order:
whosesidesare respectively
and

a1 bia2 b2a3 b3a3' b3'a2' b2'a,' bi' (Fig. 3);
a1 a2 a3 a4 a4' a3' a2' a,' (Fig. 6).

in generalto
Thus we see that a given separationmatrixcorresponds
morethan one polygon. We will returnlater to the relationsbetween
twopolygonswhichhave thesame separationmatrix.
ofcuttingalonga 1-cella1equivalent
22. Let us firstconsidertheeffect
to a1 + a2 and joiningthe two parts togetheralong the sides a1 and al'
(cf. Fig. 2). This amountsto changingthe fundamentalset by the
equivalencetransformation
di= a1 + a2
a2

=

a2

We shall see that thischangesthe polygonr into a new polygonwhose
on the right
separationmatrixis obtainedfromthat of r by multiplying
and on the leftby the conby the matrixof the above transformation
jugate ofthatmatrix,and thenreducingeach elementmodulo2.
23. Let us considerfirstthecase wherea, and a,' have oppositesenses
on the boundaryof the polygon. On comparingthe separationmatrix
of the new polygonwiththat of the old we see: (a) The firstrow and
to a1 a1'
columnare unchanged-i.e.,the rowand columncorresponding
matrixM1 are thesame as therowand columncorreon thetransformed
spondingto a1 a,' on the originalmatrixM; (b) The secondrowand the
secondcolumnof M1 are the resultof addingthe firstrow of M to the
secondrow,addingthe firstcolumnto the secondcolumn,and reducing
each elementmodulo2. For if the elemente2i of Ml is 1, a singleside
ofthepair as as' is on each partoftheboundaryof irbetweena1' and a2'.
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Hence ai ai' separatesone but not bothof the pairsa1 a1' and a2 a2', and
if one
hencejust one of the elementse1iand e2i of M is 1. Conversely,
and onlyone oftheelementse1iand e2i ofM is 1, thepairai ail separates
one but not bothof the pairsa1 a1' and a2 a2', and hencehas one side on
irbetween
eachofthepartsofthepolygon
a,' anda2'; hencee2i ofM1is 1.
(c) The elementeij of M1, wherei, j $ 1, 2, is the same as the element
does not affect
eij of M, forit is obviousthat the above transformation
themutualrelationsof twopairsneitherofwhichis a1 a1' or a2 a2'.
In the case wherea1 and a1' have the same sense,it followssimilarly
that the matrixM1 is obtainedfromthe matrixM by adding the first
and reducing
rowand columnto the secondrowand columnrespectively
each elementmodulo2.
24. We shall next see that any transformation
of the polygonby a
singlecutmaybe obtainedas theresultantofa seriesofcutsofthesimple
kindjust considered. First it is obviousthat the polygonobtainedby
two cuts d
a, + a2 and d1 = Ul + a3 is the same as the polygon
obtainedby the cut d1 = a1 + a2 + a3, whereforthe firstcut the parts
ofthe polygonare joined alongthe sidesa1 and a1', forthe secondalong
and 61', and forthe thirdalong a1 and a1'. This shows that any transa1formation
iai wherethe two partsof the polygonare joinedalong

ai

twosidesa, and a1', one ofwhichhas an end in commonwitha1,may be
ofthetypea1 = a1 + a2. In the
obtainedby a seriesoftransformations
case wherethe two parts of the polygonare joined along a pair of sides
neitherof whichhas an end in commonwith a1, we note that such a
transformation
may be obtainedas the resultantof two transformations
of the polygonby a
of the precedingtype.* Thus any transformation
ofthetype
of
transformations
a
series
singlecut maybe accomplishedby
=
of the polygonby
di a1 + a2, and consequentlyany transformation
by a seriesoftransformations
themethodofcuttingmaybe accomplished
ofthe same type.
25. In ? 23 we saw that M1 can be obtainedfromM by addingthe
firstrowto thesecondrow,addingthefirstcolumnto thesecondcolumn,
and reducingeach elementmodulo2. From the theoryof matricestit
followsthat the ith row of M may be added to thejth row and the ith
M on theleftby a certainmatrix
columnto thejth columnby multiplying
A of determinant1 and multiplyingthe resulton the right by the
by the method
conjugatematrixA'. Since by ? 24 any transformation
* For example, the result of the cut k- a, + *** + as + ak + al + *** + am, where the
twopartsare joinedalongak and ak', is thesameas theresultofthecutak- a, + * * * + a; + ak
followedby the cut ak -=a + al + * * * + am, wherethe partsare joinedalongak and ak' in the

firstcase and alongUk and 'k' in the second.
t See Veblenand Franklin,theseAnnals,vol. 23, pp. 1-15.
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of cuttingmay be effectedby a series of cuts of the type describedin ? 23,
it followsthat if thepolygonri is obtainedfromthepolygonir by themethod
theseparation
ofcutting,theseparationmatrixM1 ofIr may be obtainedfrom
M on theleftbya matrixA of determinant1
matrixM of or by multiplying
and on therightby theconjugatematrixA', and thenreducingeach element
modulo2.
The converse of this theorem is not true; we shall return to this
question in a later paragraph.
26. Let us consider a polygon to which Reduction 2 of ? 7 may be
applied. In the separation matrix of the polygon the row and column
which correspondto the conjugate pair ai ai' will be made up wholly of
zeros. The separationmatrixof the polygonthat is obtained by carrying
out Reduction 2 is the matrix obtained by striking out the row and
column of zeros. Reduction 1 is an operation of the type considered in
of the manifoldis one greaterthan therank
? 25. Hence, theconnectivity
of theseparationmatrixof thepolygon.
of the SeparationMatrix. We have seen that a
27. The Normalization
polygon whose conjugate pairs of sides correspond to the circuits of a
fundamentalset may be reduced to normalformby the methodof cutting
without reducing the number of sides. The separation matrix of the

normalizedpolygonof a two-sidedmanifoldis a matrixin whiche2n-1,

2n

and e2n, 2n-1 (n = 1, 2, ..., (R1 - 1)/2) are equal to 1 and every other
elementis 0; the separation matrix of the normalizedpolygon of a onesided manifoldis a matrix in which en, n (n = 1, 2, ..., (R1 - 1)) is 1
and every other element is 0. These matrices are normal forms for
symmetricmatrices (mod 2) of determinant 1.* As a result of these
considerationsand ? 25 we have the theorem: If M is the separation
matrix of a polygonwhose verticesconstitutea single conjugate set, there
existsa matrixA of determinant1 such thattheproductA M A' is equivamatrixof determinant1,
lentmodulo2 to thenormalformof a symmetric
and such thatA correspondsto a seriesof cuts on thepolygon.
28. We have seen that, when the polygon is in normal form, the
separation matrix is also in normal form. The converse of this statement is, however, not true, as we saw in ? 21. Instead we have the
followingtheorem: If theseparationmatrixis in normalform,thepolygon
matrixA
may be normalizedby a series of cuts of whichthecorresponding
is theidentity,modulo2.
Let us considerthe one-sided and two-sidedcases separately. In the
one-sided case the polygon is in normal formor else there is a pair a2 ai'
such that one of the two parts of the boundary between ai and ai' is
* See Veblenand Franklin,loc. cit.,p. 14.
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made up of the sides aj aj' ak ak' ... a, a,' in that order. The cut joining
the forwardends of ai and ai' gives the followingtransformationon the
circuits of the fundamentalset when the two parts are joined along a2
and as':
all -all

di' --ail + 2ajl + 2akl +

djul

*.

+ 2alz

a/ul.

The matrix A correspondingto this cut has a main diagonal made up
of l's and no other elementsexceptingO's and 2's. This transformation
has increased by one the number of pairs of sides which are in the order
ai ai' on the boundary of the polygon. By repeating this process the
polygon may be reduced to normal form.
In the two-sided case, if the polygon is not in normal form,there
must be some group of four sides a2 bi ai' bi' such that between two
elementsof the group,say betweenbi and as', thereare one or more groups
of four consecutive sides aj bj a1' b/'. A cut joining the forwardends of
bi and bi' gives a matrix A which is equal mod 2 to the identity,and so
does a cut joining the forwardends of the sides di and as' obtained from
the firstcut. This transformationincreases the number of groups of
fourconsecutivesides of the formaj bj a/' b/'and may be continueduntil
the polygonis normalized.
29. From these theoremswe can now deduce an importanttheorem
analogous to the theorem given by Poincare on page 70 of the Fifth
Complement. Giventwofundamentalsetsa1, a2, . ., a,, and b1,b2, ***,b,,;
in orderthatthereshall exist a fundamentalset cl, c2, * * *, c,W,into which
the a's are transformable
by a homeomorphism
of the manifoldwith itself
, b, respectively;
and whichare homologous(mod 2) with bl, b2,
it is
necessaryand sufficient
thattheseparationmatrixof thea's shall be thesame
as thatof theb's.
If the a's are transformableinto the c's by a homeomorphismof the
manifold, this homeomorphismdetermines a homeomorphism of the
polygon of the a's with that of the c's. Hence the separation matrix
Ma of the a's is the same as the separation matrix Mc of the c's. By
? 14 it is possible to pass fromthe c's to the b's by the method of cutting.
This determinesa set of homologies connectingthe c's with the b's, and
*
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if A is the matrixof this set of homologies,we have by ? 25,
Mb =At

Mc An

where Mb is the separation matrix of the b's. By hypothesiswe have a
set of homologies,bi - ci (mod 2). But there cannot be more than one
set of homologies (mod 2) connectingthe b's and the c's, since otherwise
there would be homologies of the formci - c; (mod 2) among the c's.
Hence A is the identitymatrixand Mb = Mc. Hence Ma = Mb.
Conversely,let us suppose that Ma = Mb. The a's and the b's respectively can be converted by the method of cutting into fundamental
sets d1, d2, * *, d,, and fi, f2, **, f,, respectivelywhose polygons are in
, f
normal form. Then, if a sequence of cuts is applied to fi, f2,
which is homeomorphicwith a sequence of cuts which converts d1, d2,
*, d, back into a,, a2,* *, a, the f's are evidently converted into a
fundamentalset cl, c2, *.., c, which is capable of being transformed
into a,, a2, *.*., a, by a homeomorphismofthe manifoldwithitself. Hence
Ma = Mc and thereforeMc = Mb. But the c's have been obtained from
the b's by the methodof cuttingand so are related to themby an equation
of the formA' McA = Mb. By ? 28 the c's can be obtained fromthe
b's by a series of cuts forwhich A is the identity. Since there cannot be
more than one set of homologies (mod 2) relatingthe b's and the c's, it
followsthat
b2

C2

(mod 2).

30. The Matrixof Signed Separations. In the case of the two-sided
manifold we may give an algebraic sign to the separations of pairs of
sides ofthe polygon. First let us assign a sense arbitrarilyto the boundary
of the polygon. Of each conjugate pair one side agrees in sense with the
boundary and the other disagrees with it; let the side which agrees in
sense with the boundary be designated by as, and the otherby as'. Suppose an arc drawn joining the forwardends of ai and ai', and let a be the
part of the polygon on whose boundary the two sides as and ai' appear.
If aj a/' separates as as' and the side aj is on the boundary of $, we will
say that aj a/' separates as ai' positively;if aj is on a, we will say that aj a/'
separates ai ail negatively.
As an immediate consequence of the above definitionsit followsthat
if aj a/' separates as ai' positively,then as ai' separates aj a/' negatively.
In like manner it follows that reversingthe senses of the sides ai and ai'
changesthesign of everyseparationby thatpair.
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Let us give each non-zero element of the separation matrix the sign

+ or

-

accordingas it stands fora positiveor a negativeseparation.

The resultingmatrixwill be called the matrixofsignedseparations. From

thelast paragraphit followsthatthismatrixis skew-symmetric.
31. Considera cut di a, + a2 (cf.Fig. 2). The 1-celldi dividesthe
polygoninto two parts one of whichhas on its boundarydi, a,, and a2.
If di is givena sensewhichdisagreeswiththesenseofa, on theboundary
of thispart,thenthe signedseparationsby di di' on ri will be identical
with the signed separationsby a, a,' on ir. With this conventionin
assigninga senseto ai, we willprovethatif ri is obtainedfromir by a cut

aa, + a2, thematrixof signedseparationsS1 of ri may be obtainedfrom
thematrixof signedseparationsS of Xrby multiplyingthefirstrow by - 1
and adding it to the second row, and performingthe same operation on
columns.

Proof: The separationmatrixof any polygoncan be obtainedfrom
the matrixof signedseparationsby reducingeach elementof the latter
modulo 2. The matrixgiven by the theoremwhen each elementis
reducedmodulo2 is the separationmatrixof the transformed
polygon.
(Cf. ? 25.) Thereforethe proofof the theoremreducesto the proofof
the facts (1) that the matrixof the transformed
polygongivenby the
theoremcontainsno elementdifferent
from0, 1, and - 1, and (2) that
by the methodgivenin the theoremthe propersignis attachedto each
element. To prove(1) it is sufficient
to showthatife1iand e2i are both
different
from0 they have the same sign. This means that if ai ai'
separatesbotha, a,' and a2 a2', it separatesbothpositivelyor both negatively,whichfollowsfromthe factthat a, and a2 have the same sense.
To prove (2) considerfirstthe case whereas ai' separatesa, a,' but does
notseparatea2 a2' on 7r. We are to showthate2i of Si is 1 or - 1 according as e1iof S is- 1 or 1. This followsfromthe fact that as or as' is
on thepartoftheboundaryof7rbetweena, and a,' whichdoesnotcontain
a2'. Finallyconsiderthe case whereas as' separatesa2 a2' but does not
separate a, a,'. In this case the transformation
does not affectthe
separationof a2 a2' by ai ai', whichgivesthat if e1iof S is 0, e2i of Si is
the same as e2i ofS.
32. Considerthe cut di a, + a2'. This can be reducedto thecase
treatedin ? 31 by changingthe senseof each of the two sides a2 and a2'.
This changesthesignofeach elementin the secondrowand each element
in the second column (? 30). Now carry out the transformation
transformation
on S multipliesthe first
di = a, + a2; the corresponding
row and columnby - 1 and adds themto the secondrow and column
respectively.Finally reversethe senses of a2 and a2' again and carry
out thecorresponding
changeon thematrix. The resultmaybe expressed
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as follows: If 7r, is obtainedfromXrby a cut ad-- a + a2', thematrixSi
of signed separations of 7r, may be obtainedfrom the matrixS of signed
separationsof ir by adding thefirstrow to the second row and performing
thesame operationon columns.
33. By omittingthe phrase "modulo 2" in the theoremsof ? 25 and
? 27 and replacingM and A by S and B respectively,we get two theorems
concerningthe matrix of signed separations. That these theoremsare
true followseasily from?? 31, 32. Correspondingto the theoremof ? 28
we have: If thematrixof signedseparationsis in normalform,thepolygon
may be normalizedby a set of cuts of whichthematrixB is theidentity.
To prove the theorem we need only (cf. ? 28) show that the matrix
B correspondingto the cut 6b bi + aj + bj + a,' + b/'is the identity.
This cut may be effectedby the followingseries of cuts:
x1i

bi +

a,

X2-X1+b,

X3-X2+

aja,

b _x3 +

b'.

The product of the matricesof these transformationsis the identity.
By proceeding as in ? 29 we may now establish a theoremidentical
withthat of ? 29 withomissionof the modulo 2 condition. This is equivalent to the theoremgiven by Poincar6 (l.c., p. 70).
34. Given any series of cuts on the polygon we have seen that there
correspondsto it a matrix B whose determinantis 1. As a result of the
firsttheorem of ? 33 we have that there exists more than one series of
cuts correspondingto a given matrix, if there exists one. It can be
shown however, by means of a simple example, that not everymatrixof
determinant1 correspondsto the transformation
of a given polygonby a
series of cuts.
35. Criterionfora Non-singularCircuit. Any simplecircuitwhichis not
homologousto zero is homologousto a linear combination,with coefficients
relativelyprime,of circuitsof any fundamentalset.*
Proof: The circuitmay be deformedinto one whichpasses throughthe
point A of any fundamentalset F. The image on 7rof the circuitwill be
a set of non-intersecting
arcs. By the method of cuttingwe may obtain
a polygon 7r, on which the image of the circuitis an arc joining two consecutive vertices.
The separation matrix M1 of 7riis equal to AMA' (modulo 2) where
M is the separation matrixof 7rand A is the product of a set of matrices
A k Aj A ... A1, each of whichcorrespondsto a singlecut and is therefore
of determinant1. The matrix A k Ai' As' * * A1' is the matrix of the
homology transformationof the circuits of F into the circuits of F1.
(See ? 22.) The elementsof the ith row of this matrixare the coefficients
of a combinationof the circuitsof F which is homologous to the circuit
* Poincareprovesthistheoremand its conversefortwo-sidedmanifolds.i.e., page 70.
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Ci' of F1, Ci/ -- 2jeij C,. Since the matrix is of determinant 1 the theorem
follows.
From the foregoingit is evident that the theoremjust proved is true
in the case ofa two-sidedmanifoldwithoutthe restrictionin the hypothesis
to circuitswhich are not homologous to zero. It is equally evident that
the restrictionis necessaryin the case ofa one-sidedmanifold,fora circuit
whose image on the polygon togetherwith two sides Ci and Ci' which
have the same sense bounds a part cx of the polygon is equivalent to 2Ci.
However Ci, a circuit of the fundamentalset, is homologous to a linear
combination with coefficientsrelatively prime of circuits of any fundamental set. Thus we have the result that on a one-sided manifoldany
simple circuit is homologous to a linear combination with coefficients
relatively prime of any fundamental set, or else it is homologous to a
linear combination with coefficientscontaining 2 as a highest common
factor. This factor2 is the coefficient
of torsionof a one-sidedmanifold.
Any linear combinationwithcoefficients
relativelyprime of circuitsof a
fundamentalsetfor a two-sidedmanifoldis homologousto a simple circuit.
Proof: The method of proofwill be to show that a matrixB with an
arbitraryfirstrow, provided the elements are relatively prime, may be
built up by taking the product of a set of matrices each of which corresponds to a cut on the polygon. First reduce the polygonto normalform.
Let D be the matrix to which this reductioncorresponds. We shall now
finda matrix C such that B = C D has an arbitraryfirstrow and such
that the matrix C correspondsto a set of cuts. That B may have an
arbitraryfirstrow, it is sufficientthat the firstrow of C may be chosen
arbitrarily.
The two transformationswhich follow can be carried out on the
leaves the polygonin normal
normalizedpolygonand each transformation
form.
.

(1)

(2)

a2n-1

a2n-1 - a2n1 + a2mn1

a2n-1

-

+

b2n,

followedby

b2m= b2m - b2n.

The matrix B1 correspondingto transformation(1) is (for n = 2) of the
form:
0O a
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 O0
1 00
00
0
o o1 0
0 0
B1=
0 0 0 0 1
0 oK

o o
0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1..

Oi
0 1i0
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The matrixcorrespondingto the transformation(2) is (forn
of the form:

10

- 1
I 0B2=

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0 00

10
10 1
10

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

..0

0

=

1)

0

O0 O

...

0

...1

0

2, m

0

...0

0
0

=

0
10

0.

0'

1

By taking products of matrices of the type B we may obtain a matrix
of the form:
I al
a21

'0
0

0

B3=

'0

0

***0

0

0

0

0

0

0

00

a33

a34

0

0

*..0

0

a43

a44

0

0

*..

0

a65

a66

0

0

0
0

0

0

...O

a12
a22

a55

a56

0
O

..

0

0

00

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

a2p-1,

0

0

0

0

0

a2p,

0
0

***O

2p-l
2p-1

a2p-1 2p
a2p, 2p

whereai, j+1 and a, i are any two integersrelativelyprimeand where
ai, i
Iai+,,

i

aj, i+1

=

1

ai+l,,i+l

This followsfromthe fact that any two-rowedmatrix of determinant1
may be normalized by elementarytransformationson the rows alone.
The elementsa, i and a, j+l may be chosenso that el, ai, i = e1,i+i/ai, i+i,
where e1,i and el, i+ are elementsof the arbitrarilygiven firstrow of C.
Then, by application of matrices of type B2 above, any odd row of B3
may be added to the firstrow a sufficientnumber of times to give the
arbitraryfirstrow of C. This completesthe proofof the theorem.
of Circuitsof FundamentalSet. Consider two sensed
36. Intersections
circuitsC1 and C2 on a two-sidedmanifold. Let them have a point P in
common. A 2-cell a12 may be constructed which contains P, and no
other point common to the two circuits,as an interiorpoint and which
contains a simple arc of each of the circuitson the interior. Let one of
the senses of descriptionof the boundary be designated as positive. Let
the forwardend of the arc of Ci which is interiorto a12be called ai1i and
the otherend ai20. If the pointsa1 a120separatethepointsa210a220,the
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two circuitsC1 and C2 will be said to intersectat P. If the two circuits
intersectat P and the point a220is on the part of the boundary of a12
that runs positivelyfroma110to a120, C2 will be said to intersectC1 positively:if a210 is on that arc C2, it will be said to intersectC1 negatively.
We have as an obvioustheorem:If C2 intersects
C1 positively
at thepoint

C2negatively
at thepointP.
P, thenC1 intersects

37. Consider now two circuits C1 and C2 which have more than one
point in common. A 2-cell may be constructedat each common point
as in ? 36. These 2-cells may be assigned senses in such a way that they
all agree in sense. Making use of these sensed 2-cells,we may determine
the number of positive and the number of negative intersectionsof the
circuit C2 with the circuit C1. Let N(C2, C1) be a positive or a negative
numberequal to the numberof positive intersectionsof C2 with C1 minus
the number of negative intersectionsof C2 with C1. As a result of this
definitionand the theoremof ? 36 we have
N(C2, C1) = - N(C1, C2).
The followingtheoremsmay be easily proved:
thenN(C2, C1)
If C1 - 0, and C2 is any circuitwhatever,
If C3 C1 + C2, and C4 is anycircuitwhatever,
then

0-.

N(C4, C3) = N(C4, C1) + N(C4, C2).
If C1 - C2,and C3 is anycircuitwhatever,
thenN(C3, C1) = N(C3, C2).

38. The IntersectionMatrix. Let us considerthe intersectionsof pairs
of circuitsof a fundamentalset, and let us constructa matrix of 2p rows
and 2p columns by making the element eij equal the number N(Cj, Ci).
Since the circuits are simple circuits and no two have more than one
point in common,the elementsof the matrixwill be 0, 1, and - 1. Every
elementesi will be 0; the elementej, will be the negative of the element
eip. Thus the matrixis skew-symmetric.
39. A cut d1 = a1 + a2 performsa certain transformationon the
circuits of the fundamentalset. According to ? 37 the intersectionsby
the circuiton which d1 is imaged are obtained by adding the rows corresponding to C1 and C2 in the intersectionmatrix N. Then to get the
intersectionmatrixof the transformedfundamentalset we add the second
row of N to the firstrow and performthe same operation on columns.
This may be accomplished by multiplyingN on the left by the matrix
whichis the inverseof the conjugate of the matrixB used in ? 33, and by
multiplyingon the rightby the conjugate matrix.
From this it followsat once that if thefundamentalset F1 is obtained

fromthefundamental
setF bythemethod
ofcutting,
theintersection
matrix
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matrixN ofF satisfytherelationN1 = T N. T',
N1 ofF1 and theintersection

1.
whereT is a matrixof determinant
40. The polygon was normalized by the method of cutting. When
the polygonis in normalform,the intersectionmatrixofthe corresponding
fundamentalset is in normal form,as can be seen by constructinga
neighborhoodof the point A in the manner of ? 36, and the matrix of
signed separations is also in normal form. These two normal formsare
the same. The matrix of signed separations of the original polygon is
. BB1);
the intersectionmatrix is
normalizedby a matrixB = (Bk
From this it follows
*.
normalized by a matrix (Bk')>
(B2')-'(Bl')-l.
matrixis
by a simple computationwith the matricesthat theintersection
separations.
matrix
of
signed
thenegativeof thereciprocalof the

